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IMR Principles, Challenges and Regulatory Options

International mobile roaming is a service that allows mobile users to
continue using their devices for all services abroad.
Roaming Services
Voice

Data

SMS/MMS

Making and receiving calls to
or from home country, visited
country or a third country,
while abroad

Sending or receiving data to or
from home country, visited
country or a third country while
abroad

Sending and receiving text
messages to or from home
country, visited country or third
country, while abroad
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Email

Reading and replying to emails, while
abroad

Mobile Broadband

Using mobile devices or dongles to
access the internet, download images,
music, films and software, while abroad

Applications

Using mobile applications while abroad
that require mobile data, such as locationbased services and language translation

M2M

(Permanently) using machines or “things”
to send or receive data to home, visited or
third country, while abroad
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Roaming traffic is payed by the calling mobile user to his home operator,
only. However there are several connected wholesale charges.
International Roaming Players

Retail

Country A
Calling
Mobile User

Country B
Retail Roaming Price

Visited Operator

Home Operator

Receiver‘s Home
Operator

Wholesale

Wholesale Roaming Charge

Transit rate

International
Carrier

Service fee

Clearing
house

International
Termination rate
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National
Termination rate
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In the EaPaReg countries a declaration has been adopted in 2019 to follow
a glide path for different wholesale and retail roaming price reductions.
Recommendations from Study on harmonizing IMR Pricing among Eastern Partnership Countries (2017) in EUR ct
Wholesale Roaming Charges

Retail Roaming Charges

Int. Mobile Termination Charge

1.350
137

Voice out (per min)
208

Voice in (per min)

96

SMS
Data (per GB)
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Many technical and financial clearing procedures in international roaming
are outsourced by the MNOs to international Clearing Houses.
Role of Clearing Houses

Clearing House Products








To avoid contract negotiations and exchange of billing data with
several hundred operators around the world, Clearing Houses
are often used to validate and transmit billing and global roaming
traffic data



Direct roaming agreements between operators are typically
restricted to neighboring countries
In larger Telco Operator Groups one MNO may take over the
clearing house function for other members of the group or third
parties
However, the market is quite concentrated, e.g. Syniverse claims
to handle 60% of the global roaming market
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Roaming agreement broker: Take over responsibility for
negotiation and preparation of roaming agreements
Roaming partner management: Single point of contact for
managing multiple roaming partners
Facilitation of interstandard roaming: Management of different
settlement and billing formats, signaling standards, switch
incompatibilities and other technical issues
Data clearing and settlement: Exchange of Transfer Account
Procedure (TAP) files and Returned Account Procedure (RAP)
files.
TAP conversion: There are up to 2 TAP version releases every
year and many MNOs prefer not to upgrade their billing system
but to maintain a certain TAP version and outsource convergence
Business Intelligence: Building customer profiles, identifiying
roaming trends, etc.
Fraud Management: Help MNOs to detect fraud
Funded by the European Union
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While voice and SMS roaming prices are easy to understand, data roaming
is in-transparent to users as traffic is so diverse between applications.
Typical Mobile Data Traffic Volume (MB), - Permanent Roaming Applications are rising
1 photo download
1 hour instant messaging
Download 100 emails
1 hour web browsing
Download one MP3
1 hour car telemetry

0,1 2,0

high
1,0 10,0
1,5 25,0
3,0 8,0

1 software download
1 hour video streaming
1 cinema film download

About 15% of cars currently
transmit telemetry data in EU

5,0 20,0

100 min. VoIP video call
1 hour audio streaming

low

0,3 1,0

40,0 50,0
150,0

70,0

About 30% of cars in EU may be
autonomous in 2030 increasing mobile data
volume dramatically

50,0
800,0

250,0

500,0
700,0

1.500,0

1 hour autonomous car

25.000,0

4.000,0

Source: GSMA 2012, Detecon research
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Lacking transparency is a general problem, - only in a minority of countries
IMP retail prices are made publicly available on a website.
Pubicly available IMR prices (2017)

IMR price on website

24%

42%
13%

IMR price not on website

30%

11%

11%

19%
7%

5%
Source: ITU – All about IMR 2018

Africa

Arab States

Asia & Pacific

0%

CIS

21%

18%

Europe

Americas

Only 38 out of 95 countries answering an ITU survey are making retail prices publicly available to customers
on a website. There seems to be a need for regulation to protect customer rights.
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Roaming is playing an important role for the globalization of many services.
But even the EU “roam like at home” prices are prohibitive for IoT.
Permanent
Roaming

The connected device is sold outside the
country of production but uses a SIM card
IMSI of the country of production e.g. cars,
e-readers, wearable devices.
• Roam like at home
• Fair use policy

Periodic
Roaming

• More time at home than abroad (4 m)
• Request for clarity
If roaming more than at home, the operator
may start applying a charge to the roaming
consumption. This will be capped at:
• 3.2 cents / min per voice call
• 1 cent per SMS
• A maximum data surcharge €/GB as per
graph on right

EU roaming regulations do not
expressly set whether
connectivity services for
connected devices are subject to
it’s provisions
Data Roaming €/GB

EU criteria for
period roaming
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“NRAs are encouraged to
investigate solutions
regarding IoT and M2M
services in order to promote
measures to apply
permanent roaming
services, and the
application of specific prices
and conditions for IoT/M2M
traffic”.

7,7
6,0
4,5

3,5

3,0

International mobile roaming strategic
guidelines, ITU 2017
2,5

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

IMR Principles, Challenges and Regulatory Options

International Mobile Roaming can support the growth of a information
society and more competition in IMR can substitute other regulation.
Objectives of IMR Regulation






Maximize social benefits (higher consumer
surplus than loss of producer surplus)
Harmonizing national policies without unduly
jeopardizing MNO’s revenues
Ensure that mobile roaming grows the real
economy and international information and
services can be used stronger and better

Improved Competition as a Self-Regulation Instrument
There are many options NRAs have to support competition in IMR service



Unbundle IMR services from domestic services and limit national MNO’s rights of
refusal for IMR contracts



Facilitate market entry of international M(V)NOs to the national market with IMR
services



Liberalize international gateways and allow flexibility in traffic routing to facilitate
wholesale inter-operator tariffs



Encourage VoIP and messaging solutions to be accessible in the country and do not
allow blocking of such substitutes to IMR by national MNOs
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Regulators have a number of options how to regulate the international
roaming markets, where the right of free choice of roaming MNO is a basis.
Price Cap








Setting a glide
path for an upper
limit of IMR retail
prices
Reduce internat.
termination rate
Reduce IMR
wholesale rate
Combine with
international
benchmarks

Transparency








Force MNOs to
publish IMR
prices to avoid bill
shock
Alert SMS with
price information
Spending limit
information and
opt in passes
Absolute
spending limit

Benchmarking




MNO Obligations

NRAs can collect
price benchmarks
for IMR and
publish it on their
website
Consumers then
have a choice to
choose a different
MNO (combined
with
transparency)

Like national
termination roaming
may be seen as
terminating MNOs
having SMP
 Ex-ante regulated
cost based IMR
pricing
 Ex-post regulated
IMR pricing

Taxation
Double taxation
inflates retail prices
inefficiently high at
the detriment of
industry and users
and even state. VAT
in country 1 and 2
plus other resident
taxes may increase
prices by 40-50%.

Int. Gateways
In Arab countries
international
roaming prices
between liberalized
gateways are
typically 25% lower
than between
gateway
monopolies.
(GSMA Int. roaming explained
Latin America)

Collect data on international roaming, use them for benchmarking, oblige operators to make roaming
conditions transparent to users, find TRA alliances to set price caps, set ex-ante regulations for MNOs with
SMP, remove double taxation of roaming traffic, liberalize international gateways are a set of options for TRAs.
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Roaming: EMERG
Retail Price Example
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International Roaming: Pricing

The retail price trend for IM voice, SMS and data roaming is generally
decreasing internationally, but still the level is considerably above cost.

A global comparison of IMR and national
prices showed that roaming calls and SMS
prices are three to six times higher than
the corresponding national tariffs.
ITU-D Study Group 1
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DT customers mobile voice roaming prices in EMERG countries
Deutsche Telekom Mobile Standard Roaming
EMERG countries

Mobile Voice Comments





Country Group 1 (G1)

Deutsche Telekom has clustered it’s roaming tariffs in
three country groups
European countries are in Group 1. In the displayed
standard tariff all mobile services are charged with the
same rate as in Germany.
A maximum price has been defined by the EU. Even
when domestic mobile services charges are higher, the
regulated maximum charges apply:
per min
fixed/mobile voice

per SMS

0,22 EUR

0,07 EUR

per MMS

per MB

Country Group 2 (G2)

Country Group 3 (G3)
Calls to (€/min) and incoming (€/min)
2,99
1,49
0,22

0,22

DE

G1

G2



2,99

G3 Incoming
1,49

1,49
0,69

DE

0,23 EUR

1,49

Same price as in Germany,
but max. 0,22€

0,23 EUR

Calls to (€/min) and incoming (€/min)
2,99



Calls to (€/min) and incoming (€/min)

0,00

For all countries in Groups 2 and 3, the incoming voice
charge is a minimum charge. For some operators the
charges may be higher. An example is the Jordanian
operator Umniah Mobile, that charges 0,93€ on top of
the displayed price per minute
2019 national MTR for all German MNOs is 0,0095€

2,99

2,99

2,99
1,79

DE
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G1

G2

G3 Incoming

G1

G2

G3 Incoming

International Roaming: Pricing

DT customers mobile data roaming prices in EMERG countries
Deutsche Telekom Roaming Option All Inclusive
EMERG countries

Mobile Data Comments








The option “All inclusive” is part of the large majority
of DT’s mobile contracts
In addition to the displayed charges per MB
customers can buy set volumes of data that are valid
for a predefined period of time (DayPass,
WeekPass). Charges for these packages do not
differ substantially between the country groups but
are much cheaper per 50 KB.
For the displayed tariff option country group 1
conditions apply for Switzerland
In Libya and Tunisia the price per 50 KB is at 0,49€
and thus below the other countries in group 3

Country Group 1 (G1)

Volume und usage charge in €
0,02

Country Group 2 (G2)

Country Group 3 (G3)

0,00

price Daily
per usage
50 KB carge

Volume und usage charge in €
0,490 0,490

Highspeed volume and average price
is based on contract but max. 0,023€

0,003

Volume und usage charge in €
0,790
0,490

price Daily Preper usage paid
50 KB carge day
pass

0,003
price
per
50 KB
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Daily Pre-paid
usage DayPass
carge
S*

*Assumption full 50 MB is used

International Roaming: Pricing

The spread between different retail roaming tariffs is extreme and
obviously not related to technical costs.
Comments on MTR Voice Prices






The LRIC model based national MTR for all German Operators
has been set by BNetA at 0,0095€. If costs for origination are
assumed to be the same total cost of a call are about 0,02€.
The capped maximum international roaming retail price in the EU
countries is 0,22€, which is already 10 times the cost!
IMR prices of 1,49€ or 2,99€ in other EMERG countries are at
ridiculous 75 and 150 times the cost(!) and 6,8 and 13,6 times the
maximum per minute EU internal roaming price.

Comments on MTR Data Prices








Within EU countries the IMR data prices are capped at 0,023 €
per 50Kbyte. Usually the prices are much lower and packed in all
inclusive tariff packages.
Roaming charges in other EMERG countries is 21 or even 34
times higher than the maximum allowed EU price!
German traveler roaming in non-EU EMERG countries may
easily pay 9,80€ or even 15,80€ for downloading just one photo
with 1MB data volume. When buying a day pass this price is
reduced to 0,059€.
A permanent roaming car with 5 MB per hour telemetry exchange
and 2 hours usage per day costs 215,35€ per year.

Mobile voice and data roaming prices are varying extremely between EMERG EU and non-EU members. They can be seen as a
barrier to international mobile data usage.
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Permanent Roaming: Challenges and Solutions

IoT poses a number of inter-related regulatory questions on roaming and
numbering.
Is permeant roaming permitted (by the visited country)?

Is the extra-territorial use of numbering resources permitted by the donor
country?

How are roaming fees regulated? Specifically how can one abolish traditional
roaming fees and have permanent roaming fees?

Should M2M roaming have its own regulation (and how can networks
differentiate)

What technical solutions may offer a turnaround to permanent roaming?
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Permanent Roaming: Challenges and Solutions

Roaming costs, permanent roaming and big-data hosting are a threat to
Internet of Things only solvable on an international level.
Connected Car services as an example for the need of roaming agreements
Roaming represents a cost factor for autonomous driving
services that should not be neglected
Car export
with eSIM

Roaming in
Austria

◼

Connected cars depend on international roaming

◼

A connected car, traveling from one country to the other
would require roaming in every country (narrow- and
broadband)

◼

Exported cars with eSIMs operated by a producer country
Telco will permanently roam in the import country.

Roaming in
France

International solutions are needed
Roaming in
Italy

Permanent
Roaming in
Egypt
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◼

EU and BEREC as an enabler

◼

Bilateral roaming agreements and MVNO licensing are a
first step as interim answer only.

◼

Permanent roaming and dedicated M2M roaming tariffs are
a necessary way forward

Permanent Roaming: Challenges and Solutions

In many cases, extra-territorial use of national numbers is neither explicitly
prohibited nor permitted, but rather tolerated in the prevailing grey area.
Benchmark in the Context of Permanent Roaming of M2M / IoT (extra-territorial use of national E.164 and E.212 numbers)
Germany
EU
UK
Singapore
Italy
Argentina
Brazil
Australia
Belgium
India
Colombia
ITU
ECC

Permitted
Favourable / not formally adopted yet / not forbidden
No formal rule
Forbidden
No formal rule
No formal rule
Forbidden
No formal rule
No formal rule
Forbidden / Ongoing consultation
No formal rule
Favourable / not formally adopted yet / not forbidden
Favourable / not formally adopted yet / not forbidden

Brazil, Singapore and India have mandated the installation of local SIMs to all M2M / IoT devices as opposed to
permitting permanent roaming. This requires the installation of such localised SIM cards during the
manufacturing process. => Might delay the import of IoT products and roll-out of services.
20
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If permanent roaming is prohibited, or universal SIMS’s cannot be used, an
MVNO for M2M may be required e.g. Deutsche Telekom in Brazil.
The context:

The challenge:

•

•

Permanent Roaming not allowed in Brazil.

•

Brazilian regulations are very restrictive with
respect to business models for
telecommunication services.

Telekom Group signed a contract with BWM
Group to deliver managed connectivity for
BMW‘s Connected Drive

•

Roaming-SIM solution

•

Geographical Service Scope: 55 countries

•

Onboard equipment assembled in Germany
and distributed to BMW factories.

•

Centralized connectivity management

•

Centralized IT Backend

•

Centralized Service Management

•

Services: Voice, SMS and Data

•

Network Technologies: 2G, 3G and 4G

•

SIM Technologies: eSIM, Remote
Provisioning

BMW CONNECTED

The opportunity:
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•

T-Systems do Brasil is a fully-owned
subsidiary of the Deutsche Telekom Group
and a leading provider of IT Solutions for the
Brazilian automotive industry, with more than
2.000 employees.

•

T-Systems became a national MVNO in
Brazil

•

However, this solution is not possible in
many MENA countries due to restrictive
MVNO licensing regulation.

Permanent Roaming: Challenges and Solutions

Narrowband IoT providers enter the market with very low prices as
marginal costs are low, but such prices may not be viable for future 5G.
Typical MVNO narrowband IoT offering: Low price, low data volume

Regulatory Issues
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2G/3G NB IoT solutions e.g. for parking lots
or automotive telemetry data are typically
used permanently in foreign countries.
Future 4G and 5G applications with
permanent roaming requirements, however,
may transfer very high data volumes
Permanent use of foreign identifiers and
permanent roaming is often not yet allowed by
regulators.
MVNOs may not know, where their customers
use the SIMs. Individual licensing is
impossible.
While in usual mobile markets international
roaming is a bilateral monopoly problem with
expensive pricing, in IoT markets pricing
might not cover costs caused in the roaming
host network.
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Permanent Roaming: Challenges and Solutions

There are three major threats concerning permanent roaming for IoT
applications.
Costs







Connectivity





Security





Traditional roaming in MENA and the GCC countries incurs high charges which may immediately kill any IoT
business case.
In many countries with an open licensing system creating a local MVNO is cheaper than using MNOs for
roaming.
Should MNOs have a right of refusal to conclude permanent roaming agreements?
When implementing local content for example in a vehicle sold globally, two challenges are obvious:

Complex IP addressing

High latency
There is virtually no operator that is really offering global coverage, but some offer roaming with more than
170 countries.

Legal Interception: While in roaming domestic authorities will experience difficulties to intercept in country
calls due to foreign jurisdiction of the SIM M(V)NO
Data Security: In many countries certain (big) data need to be hosted locally and may not leave the country,
in particular if data can be traced back to individuals.
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Permanent Roaming: Challenges and Solutions

There are several technical approaches being analysed, to eliminate
permanent roaming, maintaining at the same time the service provisioning.
Technical Solution Approaches


Global SIM: An embedded global SIM can be remotely provisioned and enables that the end destination of the M2M / IoT connected
device does not need to be taken in to account in the manufacturing process and SIM customization does not need to occur. The use of
the global SIM solution can be implemented as follows:
 Using the ITU's non-geographic 901 mobile country code (MCC): Use of the ITU shared MCC 901 to provide mobile network codes
(MNCs) that are not tied to any particular national market, enabling cross border operations, using a single global SIM with a single
price for data connectivity.
 Using the asynchronous data roaming agreements of a minor subsidiary operating company.
 Using over-the-air provisioning (OTAP) to remotely reprogram an international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI).



Multiple SIM: Swapping SIMs manually in order to provide local SIMs and local tariffs for connectivity. Avoids permanent roaming, but
if data are transmitted internationally also international data pricing may be prohibitive.



Embedded SIM (E-SIM): GSMA’s embedded SIM specifications are globally accepted and enable remote over-the-air provisioning
and re-provisioning of network operator credentials for the M2M / IoT connected devices The Embedded global SIM (E-SIM) is still in a
project stage, may avoid permanent roaming, but the need for non-prohibitive international data pricing is existing as well.
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Case Study United Arab Emirates

A TRA survey in the UAE came to the result that currently the data volume
transmitted is so low that operators do not act against permanent roaming.
Survey result among UAE operators (1)

•

Regarding the type of roamers and quantity, the conclusion from the responses is that it is not easy to identify the type of roamers and
it would seem that the quantity of permanent IoT/M2M roamers is not known.

•

Regarding the impact on network resources / congestion, the conclusion from the responses is that there is no detectable impact by
permanent IoT/M2M roamers on network resources at the moment.

•

Because of the low traffic share, neither respondent identifies a negative financial impact of a growth in permanent IoT/M2M roamers.

•

Regarding roaming agreements, permanent IoT/M2M roamers are not expressly covered by agreements. Nevertheless roaming
agreements include clauses to limit the impact of M2M and permanent roaming in general. It can be concluded that there is clearly
scope for mitigating a possible future impact of permanent roaming in the roaming agreements.
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Case Study United Arab Emirates

The TRA of the UAE came to the conclusion that a policy of tolerating
permanent roaming without intervention is currently best for the country.
Survey result among UAE operators (2)
•

Regarding cost recovery and the linked questions on financial impact, no evidence or calculation was provided that either indicate a
financial impact or any evidence that cost recovery is not possible.

•

Regarding market impact, there is no current evidence that permanent IoT/M2M roaming is adversely affecting the
telecommunications market in the UAE.

•

Only a few countries have actively banned permanent IoT/M2M roaming and conversely it would be beneficial for the UAE that
permanent IoT/M2M roaming is possible, to allow the UAE consumer (and industry) to benefit from modern technology.

•

In general, the responses do not quantify a negative impact of permanent IoT/M2M roaming and indicate that current volumes are too
low to be able to quantify such an impact.

Therefore, the preliminary recommendations are that: on the principle of ‘first of all, do no harm’, the present
policy of forbearance should be maintained and that global approaches to permanent roaming should be
monitored.
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